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Good morning 

I am preparing the next 11-Annual report covering April 2015 - September 2015. It would be most appreciated if you 
could provide me with the following information; 
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Please also include a list which will have the total of your incidents by categories/types. An example should also be 
included under the category. Please also indicate the number of files which are new and on-going (carried over). 

Please provide a response no later than Friday October 9th, 2015. 

Merci 
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Executive News Summary / Sommaire executif des nouvelles - 2015-06-29 
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CSIS Executive News Summary Sommaire 
executif des nouvelles du SCRS 

Wednesday, July 29, 2015 • mercredi le 29 juillet 2015 
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2. Anonymous CSIS document leak probed by RCMP, CSE;'41,_ 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 07 29 	 40; h_ 4"N  PK,. 

RCMP and Canada's electronic spy agency are investigating the leak of a secret government document dealing 
with CSIS, Canada's main spy agency, CRC News has confirmed. Cybercrime investigators with the 
Communications Security Establishment (CSI) are looking into how the online international activist group 
Anonymous obtained the classified document and then leaked it to the media. The probe comes after the 
National Post on Tuesday published a Treasury Board document supplied by Anonymous that reveals CSIS 
operates 25 foreign stations around the globe. Investigators are also trying to track down the people responsible 
to determine whether they violated Canada's Security of Information Act. Etienne Rainville, a spokesman for 
the public safety minister, said little about the apparent breach or the document's authenticity. "We do not 
comment on leaked documents and we continue to monitor this situation closely," he said in an email. In an 
accompanying video, Anonymous is threatening to release more sensitive government documents unless police 
in British Columbia do more to investigate the fatal RCMP shooting of Anonymous activist James McIntyre 
earlier this month in Dawson Creek. Police at the time said the 48-year-old approached them in an aggressive 
manner and ignored commands from officers outside a public hearing for a dam project proposed by BC Hydro. 
A witness said he was also displaying a knife. At the time he was shot, McIntyre, a dishwasher, was wearing a 
mask -- an Anonymous trademark. The shadowy, loosely knit collective is demanding the immediate arrest of 
the RCMP officers involved. 44.' 

vot.. 	04. 
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3. Anonymous divulgue un document secret sur le SCRS 
Radio-Canada avec Agence France-Presse et la CBC, Jerelme Labile, 2015 07 28 

Ottawa - La divulgation par Anonymous d'un document secret sur le financement du Service canadien du 
renseignement de s6curite (SCRS) a declenche une enquete de la GRC et du Centre de la securite des 
telecommunications du Canada (CST), selon CBC, le reseau anglais de Radio- Canada. Les enqueteurs tentent 
actueilement de deter iiner comment les pirates informatiques out obtenu le document avant de le partager avec 



un joumaliste du National Post, qui a publie un article sur le sujet mardi. Its essayent aussi de verifier si les 
membres du collectif ont enfreint la Loi stir la protection de ('information. 
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4. Anonymous publie des secrets canadiens 
si a La Presse avec La Presse canadienne, Jean-Francois Codere;2015 07 29 - Ark. est, 

Ottawa - Le mysterieux groupe Anonymous a amorce tard lundi soir la divulgation d'une serie de secretsr) 
canadiens sur lesquels it dit avoir mis la main au tours des cleaners fours. En tdte de lister un document revelant 
le nombre de stations du Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) l'etranger et l'etat archaique 
de son reseau informatique. Frustre que l'un de ses membres ait ete abattu par la GRC, Anonymous avait 
promis a la fin de la sernaine derniere de proceder a un tel devoilement si le policier de In GRC responsable de 
la most de James Daniel McIntyre n'etait pas arrete au plus tard lundi soir. 
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S. Anonymous Vows to Keep Leaking Canadian Spy Secrets Over Police Shooting 
Vice Canada, Justin Ling, 2015 07 29 

Li 

A chapter of the hacktivist group Anonymous released a document they say exposes the Canadian government's 
signals intelligence infrastructure, and they're planning to continue leaking the memos until police arrest the 
officers responsible for the death of a protester in British Columbia. The document details previously secret 
details of Canada's spying operations abroad and suggests its spy agency is active in many more foreign 
stations than it has publicly acknowledged, "many of which are located in developing countries and/or unstable 
environments." VICE News was unable to independently verify the document, purportedly from the treasury 
board, but spoke to three government employees who, while raising questions about specific aspects of the 
document, acknowledged that it may very well be real. A video statement released in conjunction with the 
secret document also claims the leakers have evidence that Ottawa spied on the American government and that 
Washington retaliated with a promise to kill the Keystone pipeline proposal -- a dramatic revelation, if true. The 
Anonymous pressure tactic began after the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) killed James McIntyre at 
a demonstration regarding a proposed darn project earlier in July. Video of the aftermath shows police standing 
several feet from McIntyre, still wearing Anonymous' signature Guy Fawkes mask, as he slumps over, blood 
pouring down the sidewalk. "According to the police, officers were responding to a report of a male causing a 
disturbance at a public information session," reads a statement from the Independent Investigations Office of 
BC, which has been tasked with investigating the police shooting. "Upon arrival, police encountered a masked 
individual outside, believed to be connected to the complaint. A confrontation occurred and the male affected 
person was shot." The document posted by the group on Monday evening purports to show a funding request 
from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to upgrade its security technology at foreign bases. The 
office of Steven Blaney, the minister of public safety, would not confirm one way or the other whether the 
documents are real. "We do not comment on leaked documents and we continue to monitor this situation 
closely," said Jeremy Laurin, a spokesperson for the minister. If they are genuine, however, this vigilante group 
just published classified details of how CSIS deals with data collected on its foreign bases. Prior to this week, 
the Canadian public only knew that there were four bases -- located in London, Paris, Washington. and 
Afghanistan -- but little else. If CSIS is, in fact, upgrading hardware capacity at these foreign stations, it would 
coincide with a massive new expansion in the spy agency's mandate. Until this year, the service was primarily a 
domestic surveillance body, with only a small amount of its work occurring overseas at least, so far as they 
would acknowledge publicly. Last year, Stephen Harper's government introduced bill C-44, which changed the 
agency's mandate to authorize it to work internationally, even if it ignores the laws of the country it is operating 
within. Months later, Harper's government introduced bill C-5I, the controversial anti-terrorism bill that would 



facilitate mass-information sharing amongst agencies -- specifically, between CSIS and its signals intelligence 
counterpart,. the Communications Security Establishment (CSE). 
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6. Government reacts cautiously to possible classified document breach loo  
Canadian Press, Jim Bronskill, 2015 07 29 	 - P 491. 

r 	- 	41ez,  eg•F  

Ottawa - The federal government is saying little about an apparent breach involving classified information 
one that could snowball into a serious compromise of closely guarded secrets. Digital hacking collective 
Anonymous made good late Monday on a threat to release what it says is the first of many sensitive documents. 
It posted online what appeared to he a 2014 Treasury Board memo about funding of the Canadian Security 
intelligence Service's overseas communications capabilities. But as of Tuesday morning, the document could 
not be accessed through the original link, It was disabled by Lunaweb Ltd., which runs upload site DocDmid, 
"because it seems to be leaked" and DocDroid is "simply not the right place," said Lunaweb's Josias Montag. 
"Such documents should be published on WikiLeaks., they do have the resources and experts for such things." 
The Canadian Press could not confirm the document's authenticity and Jeremy I.aurin, a spokesman for Public 
Safety Minister Steven Blaney, would not comment. Laurin said Tuesday that officials "continue to monitor 
this situation closely." One senior official said it was still unclear Tuesday as to whether the document, which 
appears to be genuine, was indeed pilfered by hackers, or simply leaked. "There are obviously concerns about 
the document being released, except there's no confirmation it has been obtained through a hacking," said the 
official, who spoke on condition of anonymity because they were not authorized to comment publicly. 
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7. Hacker group blindsides CSIS with 'cabinet-level' security breach.(k
oli• Toronto Star. Alex Boutilier, 2015 07 29 	0/4,4 4-4 
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Ottawa - Canadian government and law enforcement officials are scrambling to figure out how Anonymous got 
its hands on what the hacker collective calls cabinet-level secrets. On Monday, individuals associated with the 
group released to the media the first in what it calls a series of sensitive government documents. It will continue 
to release documents until the RCMP officers who shot dead an Anonymou_s protester in Dawson Creek, B.C., 
are arrested, the group said in a video. The security breach is an escalation in Anonymous attacks against the 
federal government. Up to now, the group had mostly contented itself with temporarily downing government 
websites, a tactic experts have equated to a digital sit-in protest. "We repeat our insistence upon the immediate 
arrest of the RCMP killers of James McIntyre," stated the video, released Monday night. "Unless and until that 
happens, we will be releasing stunning secrets at irregular intervals." The February 2014 document, published 
Tuesday by the National Post, was a request for funding to improve the CSIS intelligence network in 25 foreign 
offices. It's the first time the number of CSIS offices on foreign soil has been known publicly. The Star could 
not independently verify the authenticity of the document, but it follows the general rubric of Treasury Board 
requests. The document is labelled confidence of the Queen's Privy Council, which is one of the most protected 
classifications for government records. In the document, CSIS is asking for roughly $3 million more on a $17-
million project to upgrade their information-sharing network between 25 field offices. 
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8. Investigator can't meet hacker demands 
Globe and Mail, Ian Bailey, 2015 07 29 

Ottawa - The agency that investigates police shootings in British Columbia says it's in no position to meet the 
demands of the online activist group Anonymous, which has released what appears to be a secret government 
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document and is threatening to release more unless the RCMP officers who fatally shot a Dawson Creek man 
are arrested. "On this particular file, I can't even hazard a guess of how long [the investigation] is going to 
take," said Ralph Krenz, a spokesman for the Independent Investigations Office (110). "In the life of the file, 
we're still in the preliminary phases of it" The office is investigating the July 20 shooting of James McIntyre, 
48, identified by Anonymous as a member. Mr. McIntyre was shot by police outside an information session for 
the controversial Site C hydroelectric project. Mr. McIntyre was said to be wearing a mask associated with 
Anonymous when police were called to a restaurant over a disturbance. Mr. McIntyre MS not the subject of the 
disturbance call, but he was confronted by the officers and was reportedly brandishing a knife. In an online 
statement, Anonymous described Mr. McIntyre as a "fallen friend," On Monday, a self-described member of 
Anonymous released what they purport to be a 2010 Treasury Board document on the Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service. An accompanying video promises that more documents will be released unless the group 
sees the "immediate arrest" of the Mounties involved in the shooting of Mr. McIntyre. The federal government 
has not confirmed whether the Treasury Board document, which outlines a plan to upgrade decades-old 
computer systems at 25 foreign stations operated by CSIS, is authentic. The Anonymous video says Canada has 
been "lax defending its own systems" but otherwise does not explicitly say how the document was obtained. On 
Tuesday, Ottawa cautiously responded to the Anonymous threat after CBC reported that the RCMP and the 
Communications Security Establishment - Canada's electronic spy agency - were investigating the leak of the 
document. The CSE referred a Globe and Mail query to the Department of Public Safety, and a spokesperson 
for the minister issued a statement: "We do not comment on leaked documents and we continue to monitor this 
situation closely." Leaking the document might be seen as a clear violation of the Security of Information Act. 
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9. Tony Clement calls alleged Anonymous hack 'clownish' 
Alaska Highway News, Jonny Wakefield and William Stodaika, 2015 07 29 

The president of the Treasury Board of Canada says his office is taking an alleged leak of a classified document 
by Anonymous "very seriously," calling the hacker group "clownish" at an event in Taylor, B.C. Tuesday 
afternoon. Tony Clement's comments came in response to an Alaska Highway News question about 
Anonymous's claim to have obtained an internal document from his office in response to the RCMP shooting of 
James McIntyre in Dawson Creek earlier this month. The group is demanding the Mounties name and charge 
the officer. don't comment on the veracity of leaked documents," Clement said. "Let me just say this, on 
behalf of myself and [Safety] Minister [Steven] Blaney.,., we treat any and all breaches very seriously. While 
this Anonymous group has kind of a clownish way of going about its advocacy and business, these are very 
serious issues." Officials have not confirmed whether the document is authentic. Marked "secret," the three-
page paper details a $20.6 million plan to extend a "secure corporate network environment" to 25 Canadian 
Security intelligence Service (CSIS) field stations. The existing network used to communicate field intelligence 
to decision makers dates to the mid-1980s, according to the document, causing "delays that impact the Service's 
operational effectiveness and jeopardizes the security of its personnel." Seventy CSIS employees currently 
collect and process roughly 22,500 messages from the foreign stations a year, the document states. It also 
details the need to upgrade "information management security standards," citing leaks by both Edward 
Snowden and Jeffrey Delisle, a former Canadian Navy officer charged with espionage. Public Safety Canada 
would not comment on the document, saying "we continue to monitor this situation closely." 
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2. Anonymous CSIS document leak probed by RCMP, CSE 
CBC News, Staff reporter, 2015 07 29 

RCMP and Canada's electronic spy agency are investigating the leak of a secret government 
document dealing with CSIS, Canada's main spy agency, CBC News has confirmed. Cybercrime 
investigators with the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) are looking into how the 
online international activist group Anonymous obtained the classified document and then leaked 
it to the media. The probe comes after the National Post on Tuesday published a Treasury Board 
document supplied by Anonymous that reveals CSIS operates 25 foreign stations around the 
globe. Investigators are also trying to track down the people responsible to determine whether 
they violated Canada's Security of Information Act. Etienne Rainville, a spokesman for the 
public safety minister, said little about the apparent breach or the document's authenticity. "We 
do not comment on leaked documents and we continue to monitor this situation closely," he said 
in an email, in an accompanying video, Anonymous is threatening to release more sensitive 
government documents unless police in British Columbia do more to investigate the fatal RCMP 
shooting of Anonymous activist James McIntyre earlier this month in Dawson Creek. Police at 
the time said the 48-year-old approached them in an aggressive manner and ignored commands 
from officers outside a public hearing for a dam project proposed by BC Hydro. A witness said 
he was also displaying a knife. At the time he was shot, McIntyre, a dishwasher, was wearing a 
mask -- an Anonymous trademark. The shadowy, loosely knit collective is demanding the 
immediate arrest of the RCMP officers involved. 
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3. Anonymous divulgue un document secret sur le SCRS 
Radio-Canada avec Agence France-Presse et la CBC. Jerome Labbe, 2015 07 28 

Ottawa - La divulgation par Anonymous d'un document secret sur le financement du Service 
canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) a ddclenche une enquete de la GRC et du Centre 
de la se'curite des telecommunications du Canada (CST), selon CBC. le reseau anglais de Radio-
Canada. Les enqueteurs tentent actuellement de determiner comment les pirates informatiques 
ont obtenu le document avant de le partager avec un journaliste du National Post, qui a publie un 



article sur le sujet mardi. lls essayent aussi de verifier si les membres du collectifont enfreint la 
Loi sur la protection de l'information 
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4. Anonymous Hackers Release Canadian Spy Service Dot After Member's Death 
Sputnik (Russia), Staff report, 2015 07 29 	 ....km "-a-, '44 	-4`dis. 2' 4" .  4, OA, (r,, 	- 
Moscow - In retaliation for the police shooting death of an Anonymous member, the backlit& 
group has released a document which brings to light the shadowy practices of the Canadian 
intelligence service to light And they promise there's more to come. Earlier this month, a group 
of protesters demonstrated against a hydroelectric project planned along the Peace River in 
British Columbia. During a clash with local police, an individual wearing the iconic Guy Fawkes 
mask was shot in killed. That individual was later identified as 48-year-old James Daniel 
McIntyre, and according to the hacking group Anonymous, he was among their ranks. 
"Anonymous will not stand idly by while our own are cut down in mask," read a statement given 
to the National Post by the hackers. "If we do not receive justice, rest assured there will be 
revenge." As authorities have so far failed to arrest the officer responsible for McIntyre's death, 
the group appears to have made good on its word. Anonymous has provided a classified 
document stolen from the servers of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service to the Post. "We 
are now privy to many of Stephen Harper's most cherished secrets," an Anonymous spokesman 
said. "We will be releasing stunning secrets at irregular intervals." 
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5. Anonymous public des secrets canadiens 	 - 
La Presse avec La Presse canadienne, Jean-Francois Codere, 2015 07 29 

Ottawa - Le mysterieux groupe Anonymous a amore lard lundi soir la divulgation dune serie de 
«secrets» canadiens sur lesquels it dit avoir mis la main au emirs des derniers jours. En tete de 
liste: un document revelant le nombre de stations du Service canadien du renseignement de 
securite (SCRS) a l'etranger et l'etat archaique de son reseau informatique. Frustre que run de ses 
membres ait ate abattu par la GRC. Anonymous avait promis a la fin de Ia semaine derniere de 
proceder a un tei devoilement si le policier de la GRC responsable de la mort de James Daniel 
McIntyre n'etait pas arrete au plus lard lundi soir. 
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6. Anonymous Vows to Keep Leaking Canadian Spy Secrets Over Police Shooting 
Vice Canada, Justin Ling, 2015 07 29 

A chapter of the hacktivist group Anonymous released a document they say exposes the 
Canadian government's signals intelligence infrastructure, and they're planning to continue 
leaking the memos until police arrest the officers responsible for the death of a protester in 
British Columbia. The document details previously secret details of Canada's spying operations 
abroad and suggests its spy agency is active in many more foreign stations than it has publicly 
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acknowledged, "many of which are located in developing countries and/or unstable 
environments." VICE News was unable to independently verify the document, purportedly from 
the treasury board, but spoke to three government employees who, while raising questions about 
specific aspects of the document, acknowledged that it may very well be real. A video statement 
released in conjunction with the secret document also claims the leakers have evidence that 
Ottawa spied on the American government and that Washington retaliated with a promise to kill 
the Keystone pipeline proposal -- a dramatic revelation, if true. The Anonymous pressure tactic 
began after the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) killed James McIntyre at a 
demonstration regarding a proposed dam project earlier in July. Video of the aftermath shows 
police standing several feet from McIntyre, still wearing Anonymous' signature Guy Fawkes 
mask, as he slumps over, blood pouring down the sidewalk. "According to the police, officers 
were responding to a report of a male causing a disturbance at a public information session," 
reads a statement from the Independent Investigations Office of BC, which has been tasked with 
investigating the police shooting. "Upon arrival, police encountered a masked individual outside, 
believed to be connected to the complaint. A confrontation occurred and the male affected 
person was shot" The document posted by the group on Monday evening purports to show a 
funding request from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) to upgrade its security 
technology at foreign bases. The office of Steven Blaney, the minister of public safety, would not 
confirm one way or the other whether the documents are real. "We do not comment on leaked 
documents and we continue to monitor this situation closely," said Jeremy Laurin, a 
spokesperson for the minister. If they are genuine, however, this vigilante group just published 
classified details of how CSIS deals with data collected on its foreign bases. Prior to this week, 
the Canadian public only knew that there were four bases -- located in London, Paris, 
Washington, and Afghanistan -- but little else. If CSIS is, in fact, upgrading hardware capacity at 
these foreign stations, it would coincide with a massive new expansion in the spy agency's 
mandate. Until this year, the service was primarily a domestic surveillance body, with only a 
small amount of its work occurring overseas -- at least, so far as they would acknowledge 
publicly. Last year, Stephen Harper's government introduced bill C-44, which changed the 
agency's mandate to authorize it to work internationally, even if it ignores the laws of the country 
it is operating within. Months later, Harper's government introduced bill C-51, the controversial 
anti-terrorism bill that would facilitate mass-information sharing amongst agencies --
specifically, between CSIS and its signals intelligence counterpart, the Communications Security 
Establishment (CSE). 
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politics. For example, his habit of saying "God bless Canada" will appeal to some voters (Canada 
faces an election on October 19th) and alienate others. This year, his Canada Day message on 
July 1st cautiously avoided reference to God; last year he made two such allusions in a Canada 
Day tweet. And yet religion does have a way of surfacing in parts of the country where feelings 
run high. Take a row that erupted in British Columbia after one of Mr Harper's parliamentary 
supporters compared the work of his ruling Conservative Party to that of Jesus Christ. The 
politician in question is Wai Young, a member of Vancouver's thriving community of ethnic-
Chinese evangelical Christians, who is pictured (above) in a moment of inter-ethnic emollience_ 
Born in I long Kong but raised in Canada, Ms Young made two startling statements in an address 
to an evangelical church, in which she focused on the anti-terrorism law which her party has 
enacted. One was that the worst terrorist.attack ever suffered by Canadians, the bombing of an 
Air India flight in 1985, could have been averted if such a law had been in force. She claimed 
that the Canadian Security Intelligence Service had known about the bomb plot but were unable 
to tell the police because their hands were tied by then existing legislation. Warming to the 
theme, she said her government's firm stance against crime and terror was comparable to the 
mission of Christianity's founder. "...We are here because we believe that Jesus served, he saved, 
but he acted as well," she told worshippers at Harvest City church. She added: "I wanted to share 
with you what I think our government is doing in the same vein. Jesus served and acted to 
always do the right thing, not the most popular thing. l want you to know that our government 
will stand firm, we will always act and always do the right thing." Later, she admitted that she 
"rnis-spoke" about the Air India attack, but she did not withdraw her claim that the government's 
mission was Christ- like. 	 41 4 
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9. Hacker group blindsides CSIS with 'cabinet-level' security breach 
Toronto Star, Alex Boutilier, 2015 07 29 	3 R 	 kJ. 

A 	► _445 	0-rt • airA. 
Ottawa - Canadian government and law enforcement officials are scrambling to figure out how 
Anonymous got its hands on what the hacker collective calls cabinet-level secrets. On Monday, 
individuals associated with the group released to the media the first in what it calls a series of 
sensitive government documents. It will continue to release documents until the RCMP officers 
who shot dead an Anonymous protester in Dawson Creek, B.C., are arrested, the group said in a 
video. The security breach is an escalation in Anonymous attacks against the federal 
government. Up to now, the group had mostly contented itself with temporarily downing 
government websites, a tactic experts have equated to a digital sit-in protest. "We repeat our 
insistence upon the immediate arrest of the RCMP killers of James McIntyre," stated the video, 
released Monday night. "Unless and until that happens, we will be releasing stunning secrets at 
irregular intervals." The February 2014 document, published Tuesday by the National Post, was 
a request for funding to improve the CSIS intelligence network in 25 foreign offices. It's the first 
time the number of CSIS offices on foreign soil has been known publicly, The Star could not 
independently verify the authenticity of the document, but it follows the general rubric of 
Treasury Board requests. The document is labelled confidence of the Queen's Privy Council, 
which is one of the most protected classifications for government records. In the document, CSIS 
is asking for roughly $3 million more on a $17-million project to upgrade their information- 
sharing network between 25 field offices. 	
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Globe and Mail, Ian Bailey, 2015 07 29 

Ottawa - The agency that investigates police shootings in British Columbia says it's in no 
position to meet the demands of the online activist group Anonymous, which has released what 
appears to he a secret government document and is threatening to release more unless the RCMP 
officers who fatally shot a Dawson Creek man are arrested. "On this particular file, I can't even 
hazard a guess of how long [the investigation] is going to take," said Ralph Krenz, a spokesman 
for the Independent Investigations Office (HO). "In the life of the file, we're still in the 
preliminary phases of it." The office is investigating the July 20 shooting of James McIntyre, 48, 
identified by Anonymous as a member. Mr. McIntyre was shot by police outside an information 
session for the controversial Site C hydroelectric project. Mr. McIntyre was said to be wearing a 
mask associated with Anonymous when police were called to a restaurant over a disturbance. 
Mr. McIntyre was not the subject of the disturbance call, but he was confronted by the officers 
and was reportedly brandishing a knife. In an online statement, Anonymous described Mr. 
McIntyre as a "fallen friend." On Monday, a self-described member of Anonymous released 
what they purport to be a 2010 Treasury Board document on the Canadian Security Intelligence 
Service. An accompanying video promises that more documents will be released unless the 
group sees the "immediate arrest" of the Mounties involved in the shooting of Mr. McIntyre. The 
federal government has not confirmed whether the Treasury Board document, which outlines a 



plan to upgrade decades-old computer systems at 25 foreign stations operated by CSIS, is 
authentic. The Anonymous video says Canada has been "lax defending its own systems" but 
otherwise does not explicitly say how the document was obtained. On Tuesday, Ottawa 
cautiously responded to the Anonymous threat after CSC reported that the RCMP and the 
Communications Security Establishment - Canada's electronic spy agency - were investigating 
the leak of the document. The CSE referred a Globe and Mail query to the Department of Public 
Safety, and a spokesperson for the minister issued a statement: "We do not comment on leaked 
documents and we continue to monitor this situation closely." Leaking the document might be 
seen as a clear violation of the Security of Information Act. 
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Agence France-Presse, Journaliste maison, 2015 07 28 

Ottawa - Les services secrets canadiens disposent a l'etranger de 25 stations d'interception des 
echanges sur Internet et Ottawa a recemment debourse 21 millions de dollars pour les renover, 
scion un document confidentiel public par le groupe de pirates informatiques Anonymous. Cette 
fuite d'informations sensibies a etc revel& mardi par le National Post et a deelenche une enquete 
de la Gendarmerie royale ainsi que du Centre de la securite des telecommunications (CST, 
equivalent canadien de la NSA), scion la television publique CBC. Portant la classification 
"secret", ee rapport du Service canadien du renseignement de securite (SCRS) est date du 6 
fevrier 2014 et fait le point sur "la securisation des infrastructures reseaux du Service clans ses 
stations a l'etranger", est-il indique dans le document consulte par l'AFP. Le SCRS y deplore un 
"processus de traitement des donnees inefficace et laborieux" dont les "retards nuisent 
l'efficacite du Service et mettent en danger ses agents".Le Canada forme, avec les Etats-Unis, le 
Royaume-Uni, l'Australie et la Nouvelle-Zelande, le groupe des "Five Eyes", une alliance de 
services de renseignement dont la puissance a notamment ete mise en lumiere par les revelations 
de l'ancien analyste de la NSA Edward Snowden. 
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12. Opposition: Ottawa must do more to fight cyber attacks in light of latest hack 
Global News, Vassy Kapelos, 2015 07 29 

1-lacktivist group "Anonymous" has struck again in this country, leaking what the group says is a 
classified document from Canada's spy agency CSIS. The document is dated February of last 
year and reveals CSIS was trying to extend its secure network to twenty-five foreign stations. 
The leaked document also reveals 70 CSIS operatives work at the stations, processing 22 500 
messages a year. A spokesperson with the government wouldn't confirm the legitimacy of the 
document. "We do not comment on leaked documents and we continue to monitor this situation 
closely," Jeremy Laurin said in an email. Liberal MP Marc Garneau says the leak is troubling. "I 
was very concerned when I found out that all of this information had been obtained by the group 
Anonymous," Garneau said. "This is a very serious wake up call for the government, cyber 
security is a reality that we must address today." This latest hack is the latest in a long string. 
Last month, CSIS and the Government of Canada's websites were victims of a cyber attack, and 
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14. Secret no more 
Toronto Star, 2015 07 29 
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before that websites for the National Research Council and Revenue Canada were hacked. Just 
last week, Public Safety Minister Steven Blaney 
cyber security over the next five years, which is 
budget. 
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13. RCMP and CSE launch investigation into 
iPolitics.ca, Claire Wahlen, 2015 07 29  

announced 142 million dollars in funding for 
in addition to 94.4 million dollars allotted in the 
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In the aftermath of a leak by the hacker collective Anonymous Monday evening of a confidential 
cabinet document detailing aspects of Canadian intelligence systems abroad, the RCMP and CSE 
are launching an investigation. "We assumed such investigations would take place. This is why 
security has been a top priority for us," replied a spokesman with Anonymous. "What we are 
doing is far more dangerous to government by secrets, lies, and corruption than previous 
Anonymous actions. No one can have perfect OpSec [operational security] in an environment 
where the Five Eyes can watch virtually the entire intemet at once. We have done our best to 
stay safe without paralyzing ourselves from any action whatsoever." The document in question is 
dated February 6, 2014 and outlines a proposal to approve approximately $3 million in additional 
funds to "extend the Service's (CSIS's) secure corporate network environment to its foreign 
stations." It describes the systems CSIS uses now as "inefficient and labour-intensive data-
processing and analysis systems to process and report intelligence information obtained at it 
foreign stations ... These outdated processes result in delays that impact the Service's operational 
effectiveness and jeopardize the security of its personnel. 

The purported cabinet-level document released by hacker collective Anonymous shed light on 
secrets CSIS has kept since its inception. Here's what we know today that we didn't know before, 
according to the document: Before: CSIS had acknowledged its presence in three foreign nations, 
all allies - the U.S., the U.K. and France. The agency did not confirm or deny the existence of 
any other foreign stations. Now: CSIS has at least 25 foreign offices across the world, including 
in developing or unstable countries. The document shows the offices were in serious need of an 
upgrade, however, and were still using 1980s technology to process and access intelligence 
reports. Before: CSIS's sister agency, the Communications Security Establishment (CSE), 
planned to spend $45 million upgrading the federal government's Top Secret network. CSE said 
the upgrades were required after U.S. whistleblower Edward Snowden leaked sensitive 
information on their operations. Now: CS1S had planned to spend $17.6 million to upgrade 
foreign offices' technology to better secure sensitive intelligence. That number increased to $20.6 
million after the Snowden disclosures. Before: Canadian intelligence agencies credit Snowden 
with changing their targets' behaviours, after the pervasive spying apparatus of Five Eyes 
countries were partially revealed in the media. Now: The public still hasn't seen anything that 
would actually back up those claims, although the Snowden disclosures have prompted new 



legislation, spending and practices from Canada's government, espionage and law enforcement 
agencies. (Full report) 
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Alaska Highway News, Jonny Wakefield and William Stodalka, 2015 07 29 15).-41  
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Afh 
The president of the Treasury Board of Canada says his office is taking an alleged leak of a 
classified document by Anonymous 'very seriously," calling the hacker group "clownish" at an 
event in Taylor, B.C. Tuesday afternoon. Tony Clement's comments came in response to an 
Alaska Highway News question about Anonymous's claim to have obtained an internal 
document from his office in response to the RCMP shooting of James McIntyre in Dawson 
Creek earlier this month. The group is demanding the Mounties name and charge the officer. "1 
don't comment on the veracity of leaked documents," Clement said. "Let me just say this, on 
behalf of myself and [Safety] Minister [Steven] Blaney..., we treat any and all breaches very 
seriously. While this Anonymous group has kind of a clownish way of going about its advocacy 
and business, these are very serious issues." Officials have not confirmed whether the document 
is authentic. Marked "secret," the three-page paper details a $20.6 million plan to extend a 
"secure corporate network environment" to 25 Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) 
field stations. The existing network used to communicate field intelligence to decision makers 
dates to the mid-1980s, according to the document, causing "delays that impact the Service's 
operational effectiveness and jeopardizes the security of its personnel." Seventy CSIS employees 
currently collect and process roughly 22,500 messages from the foreign stations a year, the 
document states. It also details the need to upgrade "information management security 
standards," citing leaks by both Edward Snowden and Jeffrey Delisle, a former Canadian Navy 
officer charged with espionage. Public Safety Canada would not comment on the document, 
saying "we continue to monitor this situation closely." 
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